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The objective is to continue to grow, learn, and master a craft that will benefit your 
organization. Comprehend complex problems, and quickly come up with a solution.

EXPERIENCE

Asst. Puller
ABC Corporation - MAY 2001 – MARCH 2002

 Provide a quality check on all orders for any misprints, false 
quantities, non-stocked items, closed carton orders, partial quantities.

 Use the hand truck to keep the bin in the area to fill the orders.
 Fill out timesheets for orders that were filled.
 Worked part-time afternoon and Saturdays pulling lumber for 

contractor clients.
 Perform an inspection ion of all products for evidence of dents, dust, 

or paint blemishes prior to pulling the order.
 Inspect pallets for proper stickers, addresses, and labeling and display

positioning.
 Ability to operate rider jack, forklift, hand jack or power hand jack to 

aisles to obtain correct products

Asst. Puller 
ABC Corporation - 1998 – 2001

 Consistently spraying black adhesive glue into different length hoses, 
then dip the rod (which vary in size) and pull the hoses over them.

 once they are on completely i had to align the rubber on the rod 
equally and always had to be dead on.

 the reason behind that is because the rods are then racked so many 
to each rack and then brought through a big oven which dries and 
secures the rubber firmly around the rod so it is properly installed 
onto the belts that they were assembled for Accomplishments I was a 
very fast paced worker, usually above quota per hour every day 
consistently for the two months that i worked there.

 After about a month of being a puller i was assigned to a different 
station in the factory, which involved me just taking plain 
straightened rods of various lengths, racked them continuously 
throughout the work day and dipped them into a protective coating 
that would make the rods rust resistant.

 Skills Used I had to use hand eye coordination due to having to hang 
several thousand rods throughout the day without having to 
continuously look back and forth from the stack of rods i hold to the 
spot the rods were placed on the rack.

 Also had to use patience and decent concentration for dipping the 
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large racks of rods into the paint.
 Lastly, i used proper maintenance involving clean up and set up in the

beginning and end of the day..

EDUCATION

 Diploma

SKILLS

Ms. Word, MS Office, Outlook, Office: Word, Powerpoint, Photoshop, Photography, 
Sales, Typing
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